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To the Editor:

Iyer et al. have presented an interesting study of the usefulness of a deliberate apprenticeship model in the pediatric emergency department for third year students.[@b1-wjem-15-947a] The deliberate apprenticeship model appeared from both the quantitative and qualitative results to show benefits of deliberate apprenticeship. However a closer examination of the methodology reveals potential problems with the quantitative techniques used. Put simply the multiple quantitative comparisons made may have yielded false positive results. By contrast although grounded theory has had its critics, most agree that the constant comparative method is a sound method of qualitative analysis.[@b2-wjem-15-947a]

However perhaps most concerning is what the learners actually say in the qualitative feedback -- or at least what we can see that they say from the selected quotes. One learner talks about being "able to jump from patient to patient" -- not behaviour that we would perhaps wish to encourage in our learners. The same learner talks about being given more autonomy in "ordering tests, discharging patients" -- activities that are likely to be beyond their competence. Another learner complains that they "didn't get to see as many interesting things" as they would liked -- here using language that appears to dehumanize patients. It is interesting to wonder what other learners said in their qualitative feedback. The authors have undoubtedly done a good job in using the constant comparative method to draw conclusions from this feedback but it would be fascinating to see all the raw data. At a time when many leaders in quantitative research are calling for access to all data, should qualitative researchers follow suit and similarly call for access to all qualitative data? It would be too much for journals to publish, but online papers could include a link to an open data repository which interested readers could then access.
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